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The J & J ‘Official 7 Minute Workout App’ – Evidence-based and FREE! 
 
“It’s physics that kills you, but it’s biology that wants you dead”. With advancing 
decrepitude on my mind, I ran across an awesome workout App by Johnson and 
Johnson, the ‘Official 7 Minute Workout App’. What makes it great is it is 
simple and easy to use.  In 7 minutes it walks you through a series of narrated 
aerobic and floor exercise videos that you can use in your home without special 
equipment.  The evidence basis of the Workout routines come from the American 
College of Sports Medicine training program … 
 
… (…more) 

… called ‘High Intensity Circuit Training’(1)  ( this approach combines aerobic 
activity and body weight-based resistance training in a single exercise bout 
lasting ~ 7 minutes and has documented aerobic and metabolic benefits). Body 
weight can provide an adequate training load as long as it results in sufficient 
aerobic and resistance training intensities. When resistance training exercises 
using multiple large muscles are used with very little rest between sets, they elicit 
documented aerobic and metabolic benefits.  
 
Two recent small studies (of other Apps, not the ‘Official 7 Minute Workout 
App’) indicate digital health interventions provide a 6.5% absolute CVS risk 
factor reduction(2) and increase exercise time by 63min/week(3) time in 
experimental vs. control groups (i.e., couch potatoes).  
 
The original 7-minute Workout contains 12 exercises in total, each performed as 
a NARRATED VIDEO TUTORIAL for 30 seconds in quick succession with ~5 
seconds rest between each exercise. (Note: an “Exercises” is the individual 
activity - like a sit-up or a jumping jack). This set up, one exercise after another, 
allows you to complete the entire 7-minute workout without stopping. The specific 
exercise sequence is designed to allow one muscle group to recover while 
another is being exercised.  (The authors of the App recommend performing 3 
full 7-minute circuits, for a total of 21 minutes high-intensity workout on 3 non-
consecutive days each week – however, they are more way ambitious than I 
am). 
 
The App allows you to chose your workout level and has an optional library of 
workouts (e.g., “First Timer”, “The Strength Workout”, “Sports Conditioning”, etc.) 
all broken into “EASY”, “MOD”, or “HARD” levels. Each workout can display a 
text list of all the exercises in that particular workout, so you can review each 
individual exercise first if desired. You can also easily string together a series of 
individual exercises to create your own custom workout. 
 



What makes this most amazing is that every workout has a NARRATED VIDEO 
TUTORIAL – as you exercise you can watch and listen to the video which shows 
you, and describes verbally, the proper form for the exercise  (so you don’t have 
to look at the screen all the time).  
 
The best feature of all (to me)–you can select music from your smartphone 
library to play in the background as you listen to the narration and watch the 
video. This adds an element of fun and excitement to the sometimes dreary 
tedium inherent in exercise (a definite motivational plus if you are lazy like me). 
 
The use of the App is very easy to figure out. Once downloaded it asks you 4-5 
questions about your conditioning level, your motivation level, goals, etc.  Other 
features include the ability to have it link up with your smartphone software to 
track your workout achievements (though if you do not want to be reminded, this 
is not mandatory). It has an Apple Watch companion App, and, of course, you 
can share all your workouts on Facebook and Twitter. 
 
 
Summary: 
 
PRODUCT(S):      
The J & J ‘Official 7 Minute Workout App’ 
 
FUNCTION:  
Easy to use workout App utilizing well organized and easy to use exercise video 
tutorials that are based on scientific exercise studies - does not require a gym 
membership, can be completed in 7 minutes, and only requires a floor, a chair 
and a wall.  
 
PLATFORM(S):   
Android and Apple iOS: 
 
Available for iPhone, iPad, iPod-touch, and Android Smartphones and Tablets 
 
WEB SITE:  
http://www.jnj.com/our-news-center/our-apps 
 
COST: 
Free 
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